
2019 Wrangle Week 2. . .

1. Here is a pencil and paper game. Put some number of copies of the symbol x on a
pice of paper. Players then take turns following the big rule and the last player
to make a legal move wins.

big rule: Each turn a player connects two free ends with an arc that does not
cross itself or any other arc and then adds a short slash through the center of the
new arc.

The figure below shows a game that started with two copies of an x played. In
this case the second player wins. If the game starts with 4 xs will the same player
always win, if so who will always win? if not give examples where each player wins.

2. The numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are placed around the circumference of a circle in any
order. If you start at any numeral and read clockwise you will find a three digit
number. Give an example of one of these numbers. give the sum of all of the three
digit numbers generated in this way. If you change the order that the numbers
are placed around the circle what is the biggest answer you can get? What is the
smallest answer?

3. Brandon taps when he thinks. He taps five times in five seconds and this starts
with the first tap at the start of the timing period and ends with the final tap at
the end of the timing period. He also taps at a uniform rate for a long period of
time. How many taps will he make in forty seconds assuming the first tap is exactly
when the timing starts and the last tap is exactly when it stops?
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4. What is the optimal 2× 11 Mondrian rectangle? What can you say about optimal
m× n Mondrian rectangles?

5. Mr. Tsosie called the police because his shop had been robbed. Three suspects A,
B, and C were brought in for questions. The following facts were established:

(a) Each of the people A, B, and C had been in the shop on the day of the robbery
and no one else had been in the shop that day.

(b) If A was guilty, then he or shee had exactly one accomplice.

(c) If B is innocent, then so is C.

(d) If exactly two are guilty then A is one of them.

(e) If C is innocent, then so is B.

Whom should the police arrest?

6. The Police are now chasing one of the suspects from problem 1. There are 13
houses arranged as in the diagram below. It is only possible to go from one house
to another if they are connected by a line. The suspect starts in house 1 and the
police officer starts in house 12. The police officer first moves to a different house,
then the suspect moves to a new house and they alternate. The police officer
catches the suspect if and only if the police officer can enter the house right after
the suspect. Can the suspect always evade capture? If so, how? If not, how will
the police officer make the capture?
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7. LaVerne is a pool hustler. One day she performs the following trick shot. She
starts with the ball at the pocket labeled B and banks it off of a short edge, the a
long edge, a different long edge, a short edge and finally lands the ball in pocket E.
There is no spin on this shot so the ball bounces using the usual bounce rules of
equal angles coming and going out. If the distance between points A and C is 88′′

and the distance between C and D is 44′′. If the ball first hits a point on the CD
edge, how far should it be from the hole at D to make this shot work?

8. Vorimir and Moliner both orbit 21-Sco. Moliner orbits once every 400 Earth days.
Vorimir is further out and takes more time to orbit. They line up in the order
21-Sco, Moliner, Vorimir once every 500 Earth days. How long in Earth days does
it take Vorimir to complete one orbit?
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